CLAIRVOYANT

TAROT READER

A Variety Of Divination Arts
Divination can be explained as the action or practice of divining, the foretelling of future events or discovery of what is
hidden or obscured by supernatural or magical means. Also an exercise of this, a prophecy, an augury.

Aeromancy

Catoptomancy

This form of divination looks to the air and sky for inspiration
particularly concerning itself with cloud shapes, comets and
other phenomenon not normally visible in the heavens.

This early form of crystal gazing catches moonbeams in a mirror
turned towards the Moon and interprets the shapes and pattrns
they create to form a picture of future events and to answer
questions as to which is the best path to tread through them.

Alchemy
The much sought after but never achieved pracice of transmutation
of base metals into previous metals (e.g. gold or silver) with the
aid of an esoteric third substance is a form of divination, seeking
as it does to use ‘divine’ knowledge to alter things.

Aleuromancy
Anyone who has ever eaten a fortune cookie has knowingly
or unknowingly indulged in Aleuromancy whereby answers to
questions are rolled into balls of dough, which once baked are
chosen at random by those who have questions to ask.

Astraglomancy
A method of selecting a path through the future; uses special
dice that bear numbers and letters on their sides.

Astrology
Those who practice this, one of the oldest, most popular and
scientific forms of divination, look to the Sun, the Moon, the
planets and the starts, and their position and passage through
the sky to tell on whom the Sun will be shining in the future. The
Babylonians practised the art, and it is more or less accepted by
most people who have looked at the relevant research with an
open mind that the Great Pyramid and other mausoleums in the
Nile Valley were built with astrology very much in mind.

Clairvoyance
Using their gift, which is another form of ESP, clairvoyants ‘see’
into the future, either during a self-induced trance during which
pictures of future events come to mind, or in flashes that can
come, unsettlingly, out of the blue. According to one claim, a
passenger about to embark on the RMS Titanic had one such
sudden clairvoyant experience as she was about to board the
doomed liner and refused to sail.

Crystallomancy
When we think of divination or, to give it its more common name,
fortune telling, one of the images that comes to mind is probably
that of an old woman peering into her crystal ball and via it into
things to come. Fortunetellers are crystallomancers by another
name. It need not be a crystall ball: any crystal on which the seer
is properly focused can be used. Some crystals are said to have
special powers and are used for their own purpose. Sunstone,
for example, is reputed to an excellent conduit for those seeking
knowledge of future matters of a sexual nature, while rose quartz
has the reputation for helping those seeking advice on how to
mend quarrels especially with those close to them.

Dowsing

Diviners who practise this particular skill, use books to thumb
their way through the library of the future. A question is asked,
the chosen book is opened at random, and the words on which
th eye first falls are then interpreted to answer the enquirer.

This is the method by which the presence of water or precious
metals is divined by used a forked rod that vibrates when held
ove rthe spot where what is being searched for is to be found.
Hazel is the favoured wood for the purpose. Many people scoff
at the very idea of dowsing, but there are to many records of time
when it has been used successful to detect water twhen all other
methods have failed, for it to be derided by non-believers.

Cartomancy

Graphology

Competing with astrology for the Number One spot in the top
twenty of divination (in the West at least). Cartomancy in any
of its several forms uses cards to answer the questions that
those who wish to look into the future ask. The cards may by
those in an ordinary playing pack, or a specially designed one
such as the Tarot.

Handwriting has long been held to provide a key to character
analysis. Indeed, some firms have such a strong belief in
Graphology, that they will not offer emplyment to anyone whose
handwriting does not come up to scratch.

Bibliomancy
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Lecanomancy
Lecanomancers gaze into a basin of water hoping that as they
reflect on their own or their followers’ questions, the answers will
be revealed.

Libanomancy
As incense burns, the fumes given off twist and turn in the air,
creating endlessly fascinating patterns. It is these patterns that
libanomancers observe, hoping to see in them the solutions to
whatever it is that troubles them.

Oneiromanc
Dream interpretation’s proper name, Oneiromancy must be
a contender for the oldest form of divination. Maybe the most
famous of those with the gift of telling dreamers what their
nocturnal imaginings meant is Joseph (and his coat of many
colours.) Joseph interpreting the Pharaoh’s dream explained that
these were the long-range forecast for the farmers.

Palmistry
Experts in this ancient art use the line, mounts and shape of
the hands, fingers and nails as the basis for their assessment
of the character and future developments of thgose having their
palm read. The mounts (or mounds) are each linked with one or
othr of the planets, marrying palmistry and the equally old art of
astrology (see above) in happy unison.

Tasseography
Reading the leaves is one of the most popular forms of amateur
divination. After the tea has been enjoyed, the cup is placed
upside down on the saicer to drain it completely, and the shapes
formed by the leaves are interpreted as pointers to the way things
will be. The origins of reading the leaves are obscure, but it is
known to have been practised in China for thousands of years,
which is hardly surprising as tea-drinking was common for many
millennia before it spread to other countries.

ABBEY ROSE DISCUSSES LOVE, ROMANCE, MONEY,
CAREER, HEALTH & SUCCESS.
Abbey Rose is a well known and highly respected clairvoyant in
Melbourne. She offers genuine tarot readings face to face, by
email or telephone.
She has a Masters degree in Education and has Counselling
qualifications. Instead of being stuck in the present she enables
clients to move into the future. She is a professional member of
the Tarot Guild.
Abbey uses tarot cards as visual prompts, but essentially for her
clairvoyance adds to the whole picture. Abbey looks at mind,
body and spirit and sees the whole person. She presents you
what is possible in the period of time that you are discussing.

She looks at all our important and intimate relationships. Love
makes the world go round and romance and commitment are
important to many clients.
Will our romance grow and flourish?
Do they love me?
Will they commit to this relationship?
Abbey provides down to earth information about yourself and
your relationships that enable you to take part in creating your
own future. Most clients want a loving and healthy relationship
that nurtures them. Added to this: their career and their financial
outcomes are relevant.
Abbey looks at what the future holds for YOU.
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